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Abstract: The broadly prescribed antitumor drug cisplatin coordinates to DNA, altering the activity of cellular
proteins whose functions rely upon sensing DNA structure. Cisplatin is also known to coordinate to RNA,
but the effects of RNA-Pt adducts on the large number of proteins that process the transcriptome are
currently unknown. In an effort to address how platination of an RNA alters the function of RNA processing
enzymes, we have determined the influence of [Pt(NH3)2]2+-RNA adducts on the activities of 3′f5′ and
5′f3′ phosphodiesterases, a purine-specific endoribonuclease, and a reverse transcriptase. Single Pt(II)
adducts on RNA oligonucleotides of the form (5′-U6-XY-U5-3′: XY ) GG, GA, AG, GU) are found to block
exonucleolytic digestion. Similar disruption of endonucleolytic cleavage is observed, except for the platinated
XY ) GA RNA where RNase U2 uniquely tolerates platinum modification. Platinum adducts formed with
a more complex RNA prevent reverse transcription, providing evidence that platination is capable of
interfering with RNA’s role in relaying sequence information. The observed disruptions in enzymatic activity
point to the possibility that cellular RNA processing may be similarly affected, which could contribute to the
cell-wide effects of platinum antitumor drugs. Additionally, we show that thiourea reverses cisplatin-RNA
adducts, providing a chemical tool for use in future studies regarding cisplatin targeting of cellular RNAs.

Introduction

Cisplatin, cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II), is broadly em-
ployed in the treatment of many cancers and is frequently used
as a model for the development of nucleic acid targeted
antitumor complexes. Years of extensive study have provided
evidence that cisplatin’s activity stems from drug binding to
neighboring purine nucleotides in sequences of genomic DNA,
inducing structural distortions.1-3 Cellular proteins that recog-
nize these distortions start a cascade of events, ultimately
resulting in apoptosis.4-6 Despite RNA’s chemical similarity
to DNA and a growing appreciation of the cellular resources
devoted to producing, maintaining, and regulating the transcrip-
tome,7-10 relatively little is known about how cisplatin affects
biological processes involving RNA.

Previous reports have described the disruption by cisplatin
of translation11 and splicing12 in cell extracts. These results are
complemented by in Vitro studies describing RNA oligonucle-
otide targeting by cisplatin13-18 and by several Pt-drug

conjugates.19,20 In addition to these studies, our lab has recently
reported that cisplatin is capable of cross-linking structurally
complex RNAs.21 Elmroth and co-workers18 and our labora-
tory21 have reported that in Vitro, RNA binding is kinetically
preferred over drug coordination to DNA. Taken together these
initial findings raise important questions regarding which types
of cellular RNAs may be targeted by cisplatin, and whether
cellular RNA function is significantly impaired as a result.

In RNA life cycles, a number of enzymes carry out the
chemical reactions required to produce, regulate, and recycle
the transcriptome.7,8,10,22 Because RNA-protein interactions are
sensitive to RNA structure, we hypothesized that platinum
binding to RNA would disrupt the function of enzymes that
process RNA. Here we have determined how RNA processing
by 5′f3′ and 3′f5′ exonucleases, a purine-specific endoribo-
nuclease, and a reverse transcriptase are affected by cisplatin-
RNA adducts in Vitro. Each of these enzymes is inhibited at
the site of a Pt(II)-RNA adduct, but with slightly different
products that depend on the adduct and the enzyme. This
enzymatic inhibition likely results from a combination of
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nucleobase modification and more general structural distortions
caused by platinum binding. Additionally, we have examined
the reaction of platinated RNAs with thiourea and report that
cisplatin-RNA adducts are reversed by prolonged incubation,
providing an experimental means to address future biological
queries requiring platinum removal from RNA.

Results and Discussion

Inhibition of Directional Exonucleases by Pt(II)-RNA
Adducts. Because RNA damage and mis-processing are increas-
ingly implicated in disease mechanisms,23-25 it is of interest to
investigate the mechanisms by which platination of RNA may
be capable of disrupting the dynamic function of the transcrip-
tome. Exonucleases, specifically directional phosphodiesterases,
have been previously shown to stop at metalated DNA se-
quences.26 Exonucleolytic cleavage by both the 3′f5′ phos-
phodiesterase from Croatalus adamanteus (VPD, Phosphodi-
esterase I) and the 5′f3′ phosphodiesterase from bovine spleen
(SPD, Phosphodiesterase II) is blocked by binding of Pt and
Rh complexes to DNA nucleobases.27-33 The RNA transcrip-
tome requires the function of many exonucleases that act in
RNA maturation and degradation processes and facilitate post-
transcriptional control of gene expression.22,34 Examples of
important, directional cellular RNA exonucleases include Xrn1
(5′f3′) and components of the exosome complex (3′f5′).35

mRNA turnover by these enzymes is highly dependent on RNA
stability elements such as 5′-m7-G caps, 3′-poly(A) tails,35 and
stable secondary structures.36 RNA platination may also inhibit
or alter exonuclease activity, affecting RNA processing pathways.

VPD and SPD exonucleases have been used previously to
locate transplatin cross-links in RNA duplexes,37 and to identify
the binding locations of platinum complexes in 4-mer GA3

RNAs.38 In these experiments, exonuclease digestion proceeds
up to nucleotides involved in platinum binding, producing RNA
fragments that retain bound metals. We systematically tested
whether similar enzymatic inhibition resulted from cisplatin
binding to single-stranded 13-mer RNAs containing isolated
purine sequences that are known to be targeted by cisplatin. In
these experiments, reaction of 5′-(U)6-XY-(U)5 (XY ) GG, AG,
GA, or GU) RNAs with an aquated form of cisplatin produced

a dominant product containing a single [Pt(NH3)2] fragment
when analyzed by MALDI-MS (Figure 1 and Figures S3-S6,
Supporting Information).21 Peaks from platinated RNAs display
masses corresponding to the parent RNA plus 227 amu,
depicting two less H’s than would be expected from attachment
of a Pt(NH3)2 fragment (229 amu). This is due to the proton
transfers necessary to offset binding of Pt2+ and still produce
singly charged molecular ions.39 Platinated RNAs were subse-
quently digested using VPD and SPD exonucleases, after which
MALDI-MS was used to characterize the products of each
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Figure 1. Platination and VPD exonuclease digestion of RNAs. MALDI-
MS spectra of (a) 5′-(U)6-AG-(U)5-3′ RNA, (b) platinated 5′-(U)6-AG-(U)5-
3′ RNA, (c) platinated 5′-(U)6-AG-(U)5-3′ RNA digested by VPD (3′f5′)
exonuclease, and (d) platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ RNA digested by VPD
(3′f5′) exonuclease.
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reaction. The results of these experiments are summarized in
Table 1. Spectra corresponding to each entry are included as
Supporting Information, Figures S3-S6.

In all cases VPD (3′f5′) digestion of platinated RNAs contain-
ing two neighboring internal purines extends up to, but not beyond
the 3′ purine (Figure 1c and Table 1). These results correspond
well with previous experiments using DNA, where metalation is
presumed to alter DNA structure and disrupt enzyme recognition,
protecting an oligonucleotide from further digestion.40,41 VPD
digestion of the platinated RNA strand containing a single G
reproducibly gives [UUUUUUG + Pt(NH3)2 +H]+ as the major
detected product, as expected for monofunctional adducts
forming at the single G. Interestingly, major secondary peaks
representing a [UUUUUUGU + Pt(NH3)2 + H]+ Pt(NH3)2 +
H]+ RNA fragment is also detected (Figure 1d). The differences
between these products and those obtained from digestion of
the platinated XY) GA, AG, and GG RNAs presumably reflects
differential processing of mono- versus difunctional platinum
adducts. A detailed examination of MALDI-MS spectra obtained
from the platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5 RNA, however, does not
show masses for an additional Cl, H2O, or OH platinum ligand
as expected to be present in a monofunctional adduct (Figure
S1, Supporting Information). Although we suspect that this
ligand may be lost during ionization processes,42,43 it is also

possible that the fourth Pt(II) coordination site is occupied by
an RNA ligand, perhaps by a neighboring U nucleobase. In
biologically relevant pH ranges, the potential N3 amine ligands
in uridine (and thymidine) nucleobases are not typically
considered to be targets for cisplatin because they are protonated
at pH values below 10.44 Platination of thymine and uracil have,
however, both been observed.45,46 In addition, characterization
of a platinated d(TpG) DNA dinucleotide by NMR spectroscopy
found evidence for solvent-dependent Pt(II) coordination to
either the N3 of a neighboring pyrimidine base in aqueous
solution,47 or alternatively, interaction with nonbridging oxygens
in the phosphodiester backbone in less polar solvents.48 The
multiple products resulting from nuclease digestion of the
platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5 RNA may reflect a combination of
these types of Pt(II) interactions.

Digestion of the same singly platinated RNAs using SPD
(5′f3′) also shows that this exonuclease is inhibited at platinated
RNA sequences. For RNAs containing two internal purines, SPD
digestion stops at the 5′U that precedes each predicted platinum
adduct (Figure 2a and Figures S3-S6, Supporting Information).
These results, and similar observations by Chottard and co-
workers,34 contrast with what is typically observed for cisplatin
diadducts occurring with DNA, where SPD cleavage proceeds
all the way up to a platinum binding site.40,41 In addition, it is
again found that the platinum adducts formed with the 5′-(U)6-
GU-(U)5 RNA disrupt exonuclease activity differently than
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Table 1. Products from Enzymatic Processing of Platinated
13-mer RNAs

a VPD: 3′f5′ Venom Phosphodiesterase. b SPD: 5′f3′ Spleen Phospho-
diesterase. c U2: RNase U2, cleaves 3′ to A or G. d “Pt” indicates
[Pt(NH3)2]. Figure 2. SPD digestion of platinated RNAs. MALDI-MS spectra of (a)

SPD (5′f3′) digestion of platinated 5′-(U)6-AG-(U)5-3′ RNA and (b) SPD
(5′f3′) digestion of platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ RNA.
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platinum adducts formed with the XY) GA, AG, and GG
RNAs. SPD digestion of the platinated XY) GU RNA,
produces [GUUUUU + Pt + H]+ and [UGUUUUUU + Pt +
H]+ RNA fragments (Figure 2b). As with VPD digestion, the
presence of multiple digestion products may reflect different
types of platinum coordination occurring at this site. One model
explaining the variances observed in how both VPD and SPD
process different types of platinum adducts is that each type of
adduct uniquely alters RNA structure. Platinum coordination
to a single nucleobase is expected to cause less distortion in
the phosphodiester backbone of an RNA than that resulting from
platinum chelation. While cisplatin broadly disrupts exonuclease
processing, these results show that the precise outcome of this
inhibition relies on both the type of platinum adduct formed
with an RNA and on how a given protein recognizes specific
aspects of RNA structure.

Cellular 5′f3′ and 3′f5′ exonucleases often act concertedly
to degrade RNAs and have synergistic responsibilities in RNA
processing.35 For this reason, a single platinum adduct occurring
on an RNA may eventually be approached by nucleases from
each direction. Prolonged incubation of the platinated RNAs
used in this study with both 3′f5′ and 5′f3′ exonucleases
results in low molecular weight products of only a few
nucleotides in length (data not shown). In some cases, these
products may represent the end of a drug-damaged RNA’s
cellular lifecycle.

Influence of Pt(II)-RNA Adducts on Processing by RNase
U2. In addition to exonucleases, a number of sequence- and
structure-specific endoribonucleases (RNases) are used to trim
and modify RNAs in a cell. RNases such as RNase P and Drosha
(RNase III) are critical in maturation of the transcriptome.49,50

New evidence showing that certain RNases are active in cellular
stress response51 suggests that if platination is capable of
disrupting RNase function, cells may then become handicapped
in their ability to respond to platinum damage.

RNases T1 and U2 specifically recognize purine ribonucle-
otides and catalyze cleavage of the 3′ phosphodiester bond
attached to a G or an A.52,53 Monofunctional [Pt(NH3)3Cl]+

coordination to the N7 atom of purine nucleobases has been
shown to disrupt molecular recognition by RNase T1 and RNase
U2.54 Cleavage patterns produced by partial RNase T1 digestion
have been used in several studies in order to infer platination
sites and monitor broad structural changes in RNA resulting
from platination.16-18 Our findings using processive exonu-
cleases led us to investigate whether endonucleolytic cleavage
was similarly dependent on the type of platinum adduct formed
or dependent upon additional factors such as RNA sequence.
To test this, platinated 13-mer RNAs were reacted with RNase
U2 (under conditions that cleave 3′ to both A and G), and
digestion products were again characterized by MALDI-MS.
For platinated sequences containing XY ) GG, AG, and GU,
RNase U2 cleavage is not observed, being blocked at the purine
nucleotides predicted to be involved in platinum binding (Figure
3a and b). Surprisingly, however, digestion of the platinated

5′-(U)6-GA-(U)5-3′ RNA shows a reaction product correspond-
ing to [UUUUUUGA + Pt(NH3)2 + H],+ depicting RNase
cleavage 3′ to an adenosine predicted to be involved in a
cisplatin diadduct (Figure 3c and d). In DNA, closure of
monofunctional 5′-d(AG*)-3′ cisplatin adducts is preferred over
closure of 5′-d(G*A)-3′ adducts,55 raising the possibility that
cisplatin does not readily form a diadduct with the GA-
containing RNA. However, data obtained from VPD (3′f5′)
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Figure 3. U2 digestion of platinated RNAs. MALDI-MS spectra obtained
following (a) RNase U2 digestion of 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ RNA, (b) RNase
U2 digestion of platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ RNA, (c) RNase U2 digestion
of 5′-(U)6-GA-(U)5-3′ RNA, and (d) RNase U2 digestion of platinated 5′-
(U)6-GA-(U)5-3′ RNA.
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digestion of the same platinated 5′-(U)6-GA-(U)5-3′ RNA
(Figure S2, Supporting Information) show no digestion beyond
the 3′ adenosine, supporting its involvement in a cisplatin
diadduct. These cumulative data suggest that the platinated
G*A* RNA adduct is uniquely recognized and processed by
RNase U2, whereas other purine-Pt(II) adducts are not. The basis
for this selectivity may arise from the RNase’s known A > G
preference, allowing the endonuclease in some cases to partially
recognize the 3′ platinated A despite platinum modification.
Together, the inhibition of both 5′f3′ and 3′f5′ exonucleases
and an endoribonuclease show that cisplatin-RNA adducts
disrupt a representative of each of the 3 major classes of
intracellular RNA-degrading enzymes22 and suggests that plati-
nation may disrupt RNA processing reactions in drug-treated
cells.

Pt(II)-RNA Adducts Block cDNA Synthesis by Reverse
Transcription. Accessing the information stored within an RNA
transcript typically relies on successful recognition of an RNA
sequence through the formation of Watson-Crick base pairs.
In addition to processes such as si- and miRNA genetic
regulation that rely on sequence complementarity in trans,
cellular machines such as the ribosome and reverse transcriptases
(RTs) move over long sequences of RNA where even relatively
infrequent platination could potentially stall or otherwise disrupt
function. Correspondingly, reverse transcription is commonly
used to study both natural (e.g., hypermodified nucleobases such
as wybutosine) and unnatural (e.g., 2′-OH acylation used in
SHAPE chemistry) RNA modifications,56,57 making it a tech-
nique amenable to monitor platination of RNA. Recently Rijal,
and Chow have reported that cisplatin binding to exposed
purines in the E. coli ribosome may be studied by RT-based
primer extension of RNA isolated from drug-treated cells.15 We
extended this methodology to locate platinum adducts with an
RNA termed PEBBD (Primer-Extended BBD) (Figure 4a). We
have recently reported that the internal loop contained in the
PEBBD sequence forms intramolecular cross-links when reacted
with cisplatin.21 To explore the ability of Pt(II) adducts to affect
RT-based primer extension, PEBBD RNA was reacted with
increasing amounts of an aquated form of cisplatin, annealed
to a 5′ end-labeled DNA primer and reverse transcribed using
M-MuLV RT. Primer extension was monitored using sequencing
dPAGE (Figure 4b). cDNA synthesis proceeds 5′f3′ (toward
the 5′ end of the RNA), and shows several platinum-concentra-
tion dependent disruptions. The first major disruption at A32
occurs immediately 3′ to a G that we identified previously, using
chemical footprinting, to be involved in platinum cross-linking
across the internal loop of this RNA.21 A second major
interruption (A26) is observed immediately prior to a GG
sequence adjacent to a capping GAAA tetraloop, indicating
platination at this site. Additional RT stops in the GAAA
tetraloop may indicate platinum binding to this region of
PEBBD. Tetraloops of the general GNRA sequence are highly
conserved RNA structural motifs and have been predicted to
contain metal-binding sites.58-60 It is interesting to postulate

that RT inhibition in this region results from cisplatin targeting
of this semi-“native” metal ion-binding site. Information from
nucleotides on the 5′ side of the internal loop is obscured by
platinum-independent inhibition under these RT conditions,
perhaps due to formation of stable secondary structures with
remaining regions of the 5′ primer sequence. In conjunction with
previous data,15 these data suggest that reverse transcription is
broadly applicable to the identification of platinated sites in
RNA, and further suggest that platination could disrupt similar
enzymatic processing events requiring RNA recognition in ViVo.

Reversing Pt(II)-RNA Adducts with Thiourea. The removal
of cisplatin adducts from DNA through reaction with sulfur-
containing small molecules has been studied pursuant to an
understanding of how biomolecular thiol and thioketone nu-
cleophiles might compete for cisplatin binding or remove drug
adducts in the cell.61 Additionally, platinum removal is a
necessary step in several common experimental methods used
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Figure 4. Reverse transcription of platinated PEBBD. (a) Sequence of the
BBD region of PEBBD. 5′ and 3′ sequences attached for in Vitro PCR
amplification of coding DNA, transcription, and reverse transcription are
represented by blue lines. RT stops are represented by arrows. (b) Reverse
transcription of platinated PEBBD analyzed by 15% sequencing dPAGE
along with a plot of band intensities quantified using ImageQuant software.
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to study cisplatin binding to DNA, and S-donors provide a
milder alternative to the reaction conditions required for more
commonly used cyanide salts.26,62,63 We therefore studied the
reaction of thiourea with platinated RNAs, using MALDI-MS
to monitor the disappearance of platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5-
3′and 5′-(U)6-GG-(U)5-3′ RNAs. When a 200 µM solution of
platinated RNA is reacted with an equal volume of a saturated
thiourea solution at 37 °C, products corresponding to platinated
RNAs disappear while products representing unmodified RNAs
increase in relative abundance (Figure 5). While MALDI-MS
is not strictly a quantitative technique and therefore cannot be
used to assess the kinetics of the platinum removal, the spectra
indicate the complete disappearance of platinated RNAs at 72 h
under these conditions with no detectable degradation of the
RNA. This reaction should be amenable to future studies seeking
to remove cisplatin from pools of RNA isolated from drug-
treated cells, and suggests that sulfur containing biomolecules
have the potential to reverse cisplatin-RNA adducts.

Summary

The results of these experiments demonstrate that single
[Pt(NH3)2] adducts in an RNA oligonucleotide inhibit exonu-
clease, endonuclease, and reverse-transcription activities in a
sequence-specific manner. Combined, these results show that
platination of RNA disrupts the function of a number of enzymes
that are analogous to those necessary for proper function of the
transcriptome. Successful RNA maturation, splicing, regulation,
translation, and degradation are all reliant upon the chemical
fidelity of RNA transcripts. Platinum modification of individual
nucleobases or more general alterations in RNA tertiary structure
resulting from treatment with Pt(II) compounds may disrupt
these critical processes in ViVo. In the complex environment of
a cell, additional factors may influence the processing of
platinated RNAs, such as recently discovered RNA surveillance
mechanisms responsible for handling RNA damaged by oxida-
tive stress.25,64 Taken together, these results drive interest in
new studies that seek to deconvolute the effects of RNA
platination from other cell-wide responses.

Materials and Methods

Nucleic Acid Substrates. The 13-mer RNAs used in this study
were ordered from Dharmacon, Inc., deprotected following the

manufacturer’s protocol and were reacted without further purifica-
tion. DNA was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies.
PEBBD RNA was transcribed from a dsDNA template containing
primers necessary for PCR amplification and for transcription by
T7 RNA polymerase. Following transcription PEBBD RNA was
purified using 15-20% dPAGE, eluted then desalted and concen-
trated using Millipore YM-3 Centricon tubes. Subsequent buffer
exchange and desalting was often accomplished with G-25 Sepha-
dex size exclusion resin (GE Healthcare) on laboratory prepared
microcentrifuge columns (BioRad). Oligonucleotide concentrations
were determined using a Varian Cary 300 Bio UV-visible
spectrophotometer.

Cisplatin Aquation. Cisplatin (Sigma-Aldrich) was stored as a
1 mM solution in 10 mM NaCl and stored in the dark at 4 °C.
Immediately before use, cisplatin was aquated by reaction with 0.95
equiv of 12 mM AgNO3 (stored in the dark). The aquation reaction
was incubated at 50 °C for 1 h, at which time AgCl was precipitated
by centrifugation. The supernatant solution was removed and diluted
accordingly. The predominant platinum species formed varies by
pH with [Pt(NH3)2Cl(OH2)]+ expected to be the main Pt-complex
present at pH 7.0 (by 195Pt NMR, data not shown).

Platination of 13-mer RNAs. A solution of 80 µM RNA
(typically 8 nmol) was reacted with 240 µM aquated cisplatin in
the presence of 1 mM Mg(NO3)2, 100 mM NaNO3, in 10 mM
Na2PO4 buffer (pH 7.0) for 16 h at 37 °C. Reactions were stopped
by application to G-25 Sephadex spin-columns to remove unbound
platinum, then eluted and dried to completion by SpeedVac, and
resuspended in deionized water. At this time aliquots were removed
and analyzed by MALDI-MS in order to establish proper platination.
MALDI-MS showed these reaction conditions to produce predomi-
nantly monoplatinated RNAs that were then used in nuclease-
processing studies without further purification.

No significant amount of intermolecular cross-linked products
were observed, even between platinated 5′-(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ RNA
strands, and attempts to force such cross-linking were unsuccessful
(data not shown). Presumably, even under the moderately strong
ionic conditions employed (120 mM Na+, 1 mM Mg2+) electrostatic
repulsion between two negatively charged and noncomplementary
RNA oligonucleotides prevents platinum cross-linking.

3′f5′ Venom Phosphodiesterase (VPD) Digestion of Plati-
nated RNAs. Venom phosphodiesterase from Crotalus adamanteus
(Phosphodiesterase I, VPD) was obtained as a lyophilized solid
(Sigma-Aldrich). Approximately 5 mg of the white solid (g0.01
unit/mg) was dissolved in 500 uL of a 50% glycerol solution
containing 10 mM Zn(OAc)2 and used as a enzyme stock of ∼1 ×
10-4 U/ul. Digestion reactions were carried out by addition of ∼1
× 10-4 U of VPD stock to 400 pmol of platinated RNA (100 µM
in H2O). Reactions were incubated 2 h at 50 °C at which time
protein was removed by phenol-chloroform extraction and two
washes with 24:1 chloroform:isoamylalcohol. The aqueous layer
was retained and dried to completion by SpeedVac. RNA was
further purified by C18 ZipTips (Millipore) before MALDI-MS (Vida
infra).

5′f3′ Spleen Phosphodiesterase (SPD) Digestion of Plati-
nated RNAs. Calf spleen phosphodiesterase (Phosphodiesterase II,
SPD) was obtained as a 0.1 U/uL 50% glycerol solution (EMD
Chemicals) and used as received. Digestion reactions were carried
out by addition of 0.1 U SPD to 400 pmol of platinated RNA (∼100
µM in H2O). Reactions were incubated 4 h at 50 °C at which time
protein was removed by phenol-chloroform extraction and two
washes with 24:1 chloroform:isoamylalcohol. The aqueous layer
was retained and dried to completion by SpeedVac. RNA was
further purified by C18 ZipTips before MALDI-MS.

RNase U2 Digestion of Platinated RNAs. RNase U2 was
obtained as a 1 U/µL, 50% glycerol solution (ThermoScientific)
and used as received. Digestion reactions were carried out by

(62) Ober, M.; Lippard, S. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 6278–6286.
(63) Monjardet-Bas, V.; Bombard, S.; Chottard, J. C.; Kozelka, M.

Chem.sEur. J. 2003, 9, 4739–4745.
(64) Wurtmann, E. J.; Wolin, S. L. Crit. ReV. Biochem. Mol. Biol. 2009,

44, 34–49.

Figure 5. Removal of cisplatin from RNA by thiourea. MALDI-MS spectra
of the reaction of platinated 5′-(U)6-GG-(U)5-3′ RNA with thiourea taken
over the course of 72 h. Similar results are observed with a platinated 5′-
(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ RNA (data not shown).
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addition of 1 U RNase U2 to 400 pmol platinated or unplatinated
RNA (∼100 µM in H2O). Reactions were incubated 1 h at 50 °C
and were then purified by C18 ZipTips prior to MALDI-MS analysis.

MALDI-MS. Dried RNA samples were resuspended in deionized
water and purified using C18 ZipTips using a procedure modified
from the manufacturer’s protocol for RNA.65 ZipTips were washed
by aspiration three times with 1:1 MeCN/H2O, and equilibrated by
washing three times with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). RNAs
were bound to the tip by repeated aspiration of the analyte solution.
Bound RNA was washed three times by aspiration with 0.1% TFA,
three times with deionized water, and then eluted from the column
using two washes of 1:1 MeCN/H2O. The eluent was dried to
completion by SpeedVac and resuspended in a matrix consisting
of 375 mM 2′,4′,6′-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP, Sigma-Ald-
rich), 30 mM diammonium citrate in 3:1 EtOH/H2O, with added
NH4

+ loaded Dowex cation exchange beads (Aldrich) and applied
to the sample plate. MALDI-MS analysis was performed on a
Waters QToF Premier mass spectrometer in positive-ion mode using
V-mode optics.

5′ End-Labeling. The DNA primer used for reverse transcription
of PEBBD was radiolabeled with T4 poly nucleotide kinase
(Fermentas) using γ32P-ATP (Perkin-Elmer). The end-labeled
primer was purified by 20% dPAGE, imaged by phosphor screen
and excised. Excised gel bands were eluted overnight in deionized
water. The resulting eluent was ethanol precipitated and further
desalted using G-25 Sephadex spin-columns.

Platination of PEBBD. A solution of 20 µM (200 pmol) PEBBD
RNA was annealed and platinated with 0-1 equiv activated
cisplatin in 1 mM Mg(NO3)2, 10 mM NaNO3, 5 mM 3-morpholi-
nopropanesulfonic acid (MOPS), pH 6.8 for 12 h at 37 °C.
Reactions were passed through G-25 Sephadex spin-columns to
remove unbound platinum, and the eluent was dried to completion
by SpeedVac. Reactions were resuspended in deionized water prior
to reverse transcription.

Reverse Transcription of Platinated PEBBD. Platinated PEBBD
samples were reverse transcribed using M-MuLV reverse tran-
scriptase (Fermentas) using a procedure based on the manufacturer’s

protocol. Briefly, 100 pmol of the appropriate 5′-end-labeled DNA
primer was annealed to platinated PEBBD in the manufacturer’s
supplied reaction buffer and then incubated at 42 °C for 1 h after
addition of the enzyme. The reactions were diluted with formamide
loading buffer containing 0.005% (w/v) xylene cyanol and bro-
mophenol blue and analyzed using 15% dPAGE. ImageQuant
version 5.0 software (Molecular Dynamics) was used to quantify
band intensities. Microsoft Excel 2004 was used to normalize and
graph Image Quant generated intensity values.

Sequence referencing lanes were generated with a Sequenase
Version 2.0 DNA Sequencing kit (USB Corporation) following the
manufacturer’s protocol, using an appropriate DNA template and
the same 5′ end-labeled primer used with PEBBD.

Platinum Removal by Thiourea. A solution of platinated 5′-
(U)6-GU-(U)5-3′ or 5′-(U)6-GG-(U)5-3′ RNA (200 µM in H2O, 2
uL) was reacted with an equal volume (2 uL) of a saturated thiourea
solution. Reactions were incubated at 37 °C for varying amounts
of time, purified using C18 ZipTips and analyzed by MALDI-MS.
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